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lJIITIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

ABSTRACT 

An investigation was made of the temperature and frequency dependence 

f T f 017 i 1 ti t . i l·tr- +2 F +2 C +2 N" +2 d o 
2 

or n aqueous so u ons con a~n ng ~' 1 e 1 o 1 ~ , an 

Cu+2• This represented an extension of the studies previously performed 

in this laboratory on these ions. Virtually all of the temperature effects 

predicted by the. modified Bloch equations for a two species system were 

verified experimentally. Rates of exchange of ~·rater molecules bet~-reen 

the bulk of the solution and the first coordination sphere of the para-

magnetic cations uere determined for all the ions studied. Activation 

energies for exchange were measured and electronic T1 's and coupling con

stants vTere determined in some cases. Evidence was found for a tetrahedral 

Co +2(H20 \ species in aqueous solutions near 100°C. The data for cupric ion 

~-rere interpreted in terms of six coordinated vrater. molecules in a distorted 

: octahedron, ~'lith a ratio of ca. 105 existing for the axial w·ater exchange 

rate over that of the equatorial vraters. The rates of exchange '1-tere compared 

with other physical measurements and the nature of the bonding was considered. 

The results of the o17 NMR studies ~·rere compared '1-rith the results of 

proton NMR studies of the same systems in order to derive additional infor-

mation. 
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I • HlTRODUCTI OH JU!D · T:aEOR~( 

The effect of paramagnetic cations on the transverse relaxation 

time of o17 in nuclear magnetic resonance studies of natural 1mter has 

been ~·eported previously. 
1 

l>iore recently, vTi th a va ter sample uhich Has 

enriched to 0. ~{~~ in o17 and l·rith improved experimental techniques, the 

2 
ei'fe ct vras measu:r;ed vTi th a much higher degree of accuracy. Lmrer limits 

w·ere obtail'led for the first order rate constants which govern the w-ater 

exchange process bet1·1een the bulk of the solution and the first coordi-

nation sphere of the cations by means of the relationships established 

. 1 3 
by McConnell and Berger. ' 0:1ly li2;1its could be set because it 1vas 

not knmm lThethc;r the ovel'-:iil :c·ele.~~e.tioi1 vas controlled by the slou-

ness of the chemical e::-cchat1cc in er.d out of the first coordination sphere 

17 or by the slmmess of' the o- :L',;le.;w. tion !?:;."ocess in the first coordination 

sphere. 
1 . 

Bernheim, et e..l., " have .shm:n that the process governing relaxa-

tion can be established in certc::tin c2.ses from the ter:rperatu::ce dependence 

of the overall :J:'ela}::J.tion. 

In the present study the tenpel"<":cu.::.·e dependc:nce Has used to yield rate 

constants and va:L·1ous parma2"cer:;; cont1:ollin::; the relaxation. A detailed 

analysis of. ti1is tem;peratu::ce f'unct:i.on can .be derived from the Bloch eqllil

tions. HcConnell) has modif'ied t:1e Bloch es.vztions to include the possi-

bility of chemical exchange. In the present vlOrk these equations have been 

applied to the li:miting conditions present in a dilute aqueous solution 

containing par.9.r:l9.gnetic ions. 

In o:r·del' to handle the most· ·cor,iplex case encountered here, 11e \Till 

treat the three component system. The solution contains the nucleus 

being obse:tved in three different enviror1::1ents, E:,£, and .5::, \vith the ~ 
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species being much more abundant than :£ or ~· (I:r:t the present case of 

o17 a 1-lill be the bulk 1·Tater and b and c uill be 1;1aters in tvro different 

enviromnents in the first coordination sphere of paramagnetic metal ions. ) 

Only slow passage conditions will be considered and the power level is 

taken to be belovT satura.tion so that. r~ = 1~ , etc., i.e., the z component 

of magnetization of each species is essentialiy unir1fiuenced byt'he H0 

field. Chemical exchange of the nucleus is permitted betv1een all three 

species. The appropriate Bloch equations for the steady state, by an 

obvious extension of McConnell's treatment to three specif.}s, are: 

- AG + Gb/-rba + G /r: = i (1)1 rf6 a· c .ca 

G /-r b .- B~ G /r: n·· 
+ = i (1)1 M-a a c cb 0 

(1) 
- - - -

G /-r + ~/-rbc · c G = i (1)1 H.;_ 
a ac c 0 -. -

where ""ab is the lifetime for the exchange of the nucleus from the ~ to 

the b environment, G ( = u + i v ) is the complex sum of the in and out - a · a a · 

of phase field components in the plane perpendicular to H0, and 

A = 1/T + 1/ 't" b + 1/ -r - :iAo 
2~ ~·.~ ~ 

(2) 

In the last expression T
2
a is the t1·ansverse relaxation time in the a 

·environment and bill is the · diff'erence bet\'lee:n the resonance frequency for 
a 

a and the actual frequency. Solving the three simultaneous equations for 

1 ) b( l C ) c(--"----1_ + _-rB ·)} _ ___:;;......_ + M-0· .. . . + -- + l-£:0 -
't" 't" -r 't" 't" 't" 't" be cb be ca ba ba cb ca 

(3) G = a 
1 l A B c .,..ABc + 't" ·.· 'r: 't". + + + + 

't" 't" 't" -rbc-rcb 't" .'t" ""ab-rba ba cb ac ab be ca ac ca -·----- --- -- -- --



..., 
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From the concentration conditions that [~] >> [E_] or [~] it follmrs 

a h. c I I I I that t-E0>> :tvE-0 or. N .. 0- and 1 1' .b··· << 1 -rb· ; L 1' << .1 -r . • . From these in-a a ac ca · 

eqUalitieS and the relationship Tab 't'bc't'ca = -rba \!b 't'ac there results as a 

good appro:dmation: 

G -a 
A 

't'bc -
+ 

1' 
cb -

B c 
+ 

1' 't' 't' b 't'b .. ac ca ~-.3: - -

(4) 

.: .. 
In these eA."':periments the part of the signal beibg observed· is th8.t near 

'; 
the pure ~ resonance. It can be · shoun by a d'etailed analysis Of' terms that 

the total signal G( ::;: Ga + Gb + G c) is' ei ven to a very g.ood' approximation by 

G in this region·of the spectrum and for the concentration conditions speci-e .. 
- 6 

fied. Vlriting G in the form resembling that for pure a gives: 

. 2.. 
-ll)) lV·. I ·o 

G = ~~----4---~-------~~--~~--~----~-------------- (5) 

For the spec_ial c0.se that· cmly ~ - ~ and o. - c exchange are penni tted, 

all terms co~t.~inincs -rbc and 1.~ci) disaJJ~x:c.:c. Clearing the denominator of 
~. :-~ .. 

imaginary tenus yields for v, the out of :Pho.sc cor:1pone:o:t of G: 
.. 2 '' . '' ; .. , 2 

1/'1'2 . + ll( T2 .1' . ) + .6 m. 
'; j ~ ' • ~- ~ . •· 2 l J 

(l/'):21 ·: ll't'ja) + .6 m.J_ 

v - ----------~~--~--------~~-------------~~--------------------~-' ' 2 . .. . . . . ·. 2 2 
' l/T2j"H/('I'2j_-r ja) +.6. m,iJ-

11-r · X 2 2 
aJ · ( l)T

2
. ~-1/-r. ) +6_ tt). 
J J8. . .. .sl .. : . 

..: . 

~ ,• •. r _., ' • 

(6) 

·,_ 't ..... :. ; ,1' ;i ~-- c 
·t"'" 
1=~ 

6 ill. 

. ·; '·' ··.;...· __________ --_. __ J ---''----2---2l 
1'~;1'. (liT2 . + 1/-r. ) + .6roJ. 
~ .1§ 2 ' J.!: 
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'l'he first term in brackets in the denomina-tor and the part of the numera-
. ,' . 

tor in braclcets al~e essentially frequency in¢l.ependent in the region of 

interest: either 6.m_j is large and varies little on a percentage basis V 

over the frequency range of interest (the present case) or is so small 

that its contribution is negligible. Then v will have its maximum value 

-at the frequency where the second terlll in the denominator equals zero and 

th~ half-width at. half-height is given to a good approximation by the first 

brackets in the denominator. 'fhe experimental half-width at half-height 

_will be given by the symbol l/T
2

: 

l/T2~ + 1/('l'~. T. ) + 6. ill~ 
.J l::.J ~ ~ 

The value of· 6. m , i.e., the resonance frequency minus that of pure a is 
a 

given to a good approximation by: 

Am 
.J. 

2 '2 
t" .1:. [ ( l)r2j + 1/-r. ) + 6. ill '] 
aJ ,)H _ Ja _j_ 

(7) 

(8) 

It is shown in Appendix B that for systems >lith mo:re than two minor species 

( e~:changing only 'ivi th the major species) the above ·equations apply vTi th the 

summa.tions extended over these species. Eca,uation 7 shows that the experi

mental quantity, l/T2 - l/T2a' should contain all relaxation effects arising 

from the presence of the paramagnetic ions. This quantity will hereafter 

be referred to as l/T2g •• 

For most of the systems studied the two component case suffices for 

the interpretation of the experimental data. For solutions containing water 

and one .typ~ 9f paramagnetic ion Equation 7 gives the follmving result: 
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l/T2£ 

where ~ab and ~ba have been abbreviated·to ~H20 and ~M. 

An analysis of ·this equation reveals tHO. relaxation mechanisms: 

one involving T2M 1-rhich has peen considered in detail by·.Bloembergen, 

. et aL, '7 and Solomon
8'9 and the other involving 6 ~which. has been dis

cu~sed by McConnell,and Berger~ 3 The latter --:the 6 w mechanism -- can 

be.of importance if the magnetic environment of the coordinated waters 
' . 

differs by a sufficiently 'J.arge factor from that of the 'bulk vraters, in 

(9) 

w.hich case relaxation can occur· through the large change in the precession;_ 

al frequency of the nucleus in the coordinated state~ 

The temperature effe~ts pr~dicted by EqUa.tion 9 ,.,ere investigated .b:y 

. a consideration of the follo1·ring limiting cases: 

H.elaxation occurs through a change in the precessional frequency 

and is rapid; l/T
22 

is controlled by the rate .of chemical exchange. 

PM is given closely b;:l n[M]/55.5 1·rhe:ce n is. the munber of coordina-:

ted waters per ion' and [N] is the molar concentration of the para-

magnetic ion. 

Chemical exchange is rapid; l/T2E is controlled by the rate of 

relaxation through the change in the precessional frequency. 

(lOA) 

(lOB) · 

(lOC) 
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Relaxation by T
2
H is fast; 1/'1'

22 
i:3 controlled by the rate of 

chemical exchange. 

Chemical e:~change is rapid; l/T2J2 is contl~olled by the T211 relaxa

tion process. 

The variation of 't'M ·ui~h temperature. is given by: 

-1 :j: * . * :j: 't'H = ( kT jh) e:h.-p. ( .6H /RT - L:S /R) 1-rhere ~~H and L'S are the enthalpy 

and entropy of activation for the f;l.rst order reaction of exchange of 

\rater from a cation. The temperature dependence of t::. (~ and its rela

tionship to the scalar coupling constant is given by the equation of 

10 Bloembergen: 

4I ( I + 1 ) S ( S + l)y A 

(lOD) 

·e (11) = 

'·There I and S are the spins of' the nucleus and paral!Jagnetic ion, Y.,r and 
' b 

y are the corresponding gyrorlk'l.gnetic ratios, and A/h is the scalar 
e 

coupling constant. .6. m
1
1[ is proportional to T-l: The temperature depen-

dence of T211[ '·Till be discussed in the considel~ation of the e;~perimental 

results for each ion to vrhici1 it applies; it is expected .to be sn12.ll or 

positive. 
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II. EXPERU1EI·rrAL 

The o17 resonance signals were recorded \lith a Varian Associates 

··Model V;.4200 '·ride-line spectrometer operated at 5.43 and 2.00 me. The 

. 2 
sideband technique used previously in these studies \-Tas employed. 'l'he 

only significant cho.nc;e vras the use of a 15 second time constant in the 

integrating filter and a correspondinc;ly sloH m·reep rate. of. ca. 0.13 gauss 

per minute. The s'olutions studied uere 2 ml. in volume and w·ere made 

from enriched Hater of 1. 2<;~ o17 and ca. 

Heizmann Institute of Science. All solutions uere 0.1 M~ in HCl01~. 

Temperature studies vrere made using the sample holder shmm in 

Figure 1. Heated air vras passed throue:;h the coil in the high temperature 

work and cooled dry nitrogen vms used to maintain lmv temperatures. The 

t t 1 0°C t 10('J°C. empero. m·e range covcrec Has ca. o 
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v' 

0 w LL 

l <! co u 

(f) 

0 
0' 

"'0 
Q) 

0 
0 
u 

.... 
0 

"'0 
Q) -0 
Q) 

:r: 

Fig. 1 - Cross section of the all-glass sample holder employed in the ·V 

temperature studies, shmm bolted into the NMR probe. Lettered parts 
are as follovrs: (A) Brass block; (B) Brass bolt, welded to probe; (C) 
Hubber Gasket; (D) Glass coil, 2 mm o.d.; (E) Nonsilvered De,var; (F) Re-
ceiver coil; (G) Thermocouple well; (H) Solution st~~tace; (I) Orifice 
for filling and evacuating. 

MU -25656 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Since the interpretation of results varies greatly between the 

different ions studied, each ion is considered separately. 

A. Nanganous Ion 

B 
4 . 

ernheim, et al. found that t\·TO mechanisms vrere of importance in. 

the relaxation of protons in aqueous solutions of paramagnetic ions. 

These are the dipole-dipoleT,S interaction and the scalar coupling 

mechanism. 9 The presence of the dipole mechanism vras indicated through 

the effect of the paran1..a.gnetic ion on the experimental T
1 

's since this 

mechanism produced a nearly equal effect on both T
1 

and T
2 

under the con

ditions they employed. 

1.82 

Figure 2 shaHs the tenrpere.tm·e variation of T
2 

and T
1 

of o17 for a 

-1~ 
x 10 M solution of Hnso11 • 1-\.l~;o di:-splo.yed is the temperature de-

pendencc of T
1 

and T
2 

of the enrj.cheu 11atc:c. · 'l'lle line for T
1 

of the 

manganous solution is shifted from t.l"kct fo:c ltD.tcr in the direction opposite 

to that expec·ted for any contrioution f:con the m::.mc;a.nous ion. The rather 

large difference in the po~:;i·~~ions of the tuo T
1 

lines. vi th respect to 

each other is believed. to o.:cis(~ from experimental uncer·tainty uhich is 

inherently hie;h in the satu:co.tj.on r.l:-·L.hod :fo:c the determination of T
1

' s. 

lrJi thin the accur~1.cy of the T dc;te:L'lilL1a't~ions, the mr:mganous ions produce 
l 

no effect on. '1'
1 

and the1·cf'ore tl:1e: dipole-dipole rel;J.::ation mechanism Has 

considcr·ed to produce only a negliGible effect. This vras found to be 

tru::: for cupric ion also, and Dr. E. Gcnser
11 

of this laboratory has 

ipdications of the same result for f:::rric ion in 1 M nitric acid. Values 

++ ++ ++ of T were not measu:ced for li'e · , Co and Ni . 
1 . 

'l'he T
2 

data for these 

ions give no indication of a dipole-dipole contribution, although a 

small one could be presen,t. 
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E .. .-- r0 
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Q) 

a. 
X 
Q) - . 

C\1 rf) 
t- t-

I': 
~--~------~~~~--L-~--~----~~----~--------~ ~ 

N 

( :>es ) JO 

I'() 

I 
0 

'.j 

. -4 
Fig. 2 - Dependence on reciprocal of temperature of log T2 for a 1.82 x 10 H Y 
solution of Mnso4. Also shown are the temperature dependences of log T1 exp 
and log T , 

2H20 and log }lli~P ~ 

• .' J MU-25653 
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Figtm;) 3 shoHs the tenperc.tu:;."c dependence of TC."P and it rcvco.ls 

tbat the dependence at lo~·T tempero.turc corresponds to that of a chcmicu.l 

reo.ction, 1·/hich must correspond to ree;ion lOA or lOC. The a.pproxir.tatc 

value of TMn obtained from the data at lovr temperature eliminates the 6 'D 

mechanism from consideration in this case: an impossibly high value of 

the coupling constant 1·Tould be necessary to o.ccount for the data. The 

low tctapero.turc region is then J.OC and. the hic;h temperature results lie 

. in region ;LOD. 

In order to subject the do. to. of Figure 3 to a curve fitting process 

the temperature dependence of 'r0 ,,, ho.d to be knmm. From Bernheim, 
t.:.J:ll1 

et al., 
4 

T
21111 

is ex'Pccted to be given by: 

l/T2Mn - l~/9I(I + l)S(S 
2 

+ l)A- T 
v2 e 
'fl 

CT J e 

in the frequency region of interest. 'l'he value of the correlation U.me 

T is given by 1/T. ==: l)T
1 

-;: l/c~1.r, 1-rhere 'r is the electronic T
1

. 
e · e e . !· 1 le 

At high tenr_9cro.tures T2r!l.n \Till be cont:coll<:cl by th~ interruption arisinG· 

from chemico.l exchance, vrhilc at louer temL)C:Cc."'..tures the electronic in-

tcl-ruption \fill dominate. Thus, at high tempei"atures one e;cpccts a 

limitinc; slope equo.l in mD.gnitude but opposite in sign to that obse:cvcd 

• 
for region lOC at lo\·7 terllperature, as has been drmm for the hic;h and 

101-1 tonperature limiting slopes in Pic;. 3. In betueen the tvro extrunt...:s 

an G.I)Pl'ecio.blc contribution from the terfil controlled by electronic in-

terruption can occu:e as is shoun in the nearly horizontal line. Bloer:1-

12 bei~gen t-=md Horgan 1 s Equations 22 and 24 1-Tere used to calculate the 

temoel'B.ture dependence; of 'i' taking V = 1.00 kcal from the data of 
- · le' v 

l'"> 
Codrington and Bloembe:cgen . .) 

'l'he curve vrhich passes th:cough the expcl"imental points of Figure 



-
0 
(1) 

en -
a.. 
C\1 

1-

lo- 2 r--------,-----
f-. 

~ 
[ 
I 

10- 4 

2.7 

12 

10 3 

T°K 

3.1 3.5 

Fig. 3 - Temperature o.<.:pendence of log T2;E for a l.82 x 10-4 
1-1: Mnso4 solution 

1vith -the lines. resulting. from the curye-.fitting. 

MU-25655 
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3 i·To.s calculated as the sum of the three lines shovm in the Figure 

according to Equation 9, ivhich reduces in this case to 

l 
-r T 
II 0· 2., -· 

) 2 !-1.11 
l T2£ = --~~-'----

l/T2I-1n + 1/-rMn 

PI-.1n 

-r Mn + T 2l-1n 

(12) 

1-1here C is a temperature independent constant. The three lines shovm 

represent the best fit to the data, if the. electronic T
1 

is maintained 

. . . 12 13 14- 15 -9 ' 
near the experimentallY ' ' ' observed value of ca. 3 x 10 sec. 

Table I gives the values of some parameters determined through the 

curve-fitting process. A comparison is e;iven betvreen these values and 

those obtained in the proton w.m vrork. 
4' 12 

The similarity leaves no doubt 

of the correctness of the enrl:i.cr sug[iestion of Pearson et al., 
16 

that 

the proton exch:J.nse .occurs by i.:lv:; c.::c:h::m.c_;c of \·Thole vrater molecules Lmder 

lJ. 
the conditions used by Bern he :i111 et al. 

17 'l'he lal~t:;er value of tbe couplin~; constant for 0 , Ets cor11pared to 

that of the ·proton, result~:; in an cnilanccmcnt of the· scalar coupling 

relaxation and explc.c:i.11s uhy the dipole-dipole mechanism 1-m.s not observed. 

+2 . 
No chemical shift uas dc:tectcd in solutions of Mn . This is con-

sistent vith the A/h ~alue listed in 'l1Clble I. A calculation shm·red that 

the line broadening is much lnrc;er than the shift and thus the shift 

is obscured. 

B. Ctnn·j_c: Ion 

Figure l~ shows the variat:Lon of' ·r
2

R. vith temperature for a 1.00 

x 10-3 M solution of Cu(No
3 

)
2

. .Excluding for a moment the high 

temperature bend, the data shmr a region of 1·ather ~.igh negative slope 

v1here the rate is presumably controlled by the slcnmess of relaxation. 

This corresponds to a region lOB or lOD and indicates that very loH 



TABLE I 

Pt:1.rametcrs f:ccm Figure 3 for Exchange 

of o17 and Protons Bct1·1een· the First 

+2 
Coordination Sphere of I.J:n i:l.nd Bull-;:. Hater. 

Oxygen Proton (Ref'. 4) Proton (I_\~f •. 12) 

T le (sec at 
oO · 29u K and 

1c)\., field ) 

A/h (cps) 

* till ( eu) 

j 

0 -9 J.u X 10 

·1(_)6 2.7 X 

7.3 7.5 

2.2 

6 x•10 

.. 

-9 3. 5 X, 10 

6 :1.0 X 10 

1.3 
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I-"' 

10- 4 ~----~----~----~~--~~--~------_. ____ __ 

2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 

Fig. 4 - Temperature dependence of log T2£ for a 1.00 x 10-3 M Cu(No
3

)2 

solution with the lines resulting from the curve fitting. 

MU-25644 
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temperatures uould have to be attained in order to observe the region 

v1here the ·relaxation is determined by the rate of the w-ater ~xchange 

process. From the value of T2£ at the lowest temperature shmm in 

Fie;ure 4 an upper limit 11as calculated for -r Cu. This value is ca. 

-8 
1 x 10 sec., and again the D.w mechanism may be ignored on the basis 

of an impossibly high· coupling constant. 
+2 

As was the case with the Hn 

solutions, lines corresponding to regions lOC and lOD could be added to 

give a curve through the experimental data at temperatures. less than ca. 

'I'he bendover at hie;h temperatu:r·es is reversible -vrith respect to 

temperature. The data clearly shovl the th,re.shold • .. of anothel~ region 

uhere the relaxation is occurring by a neu path involving cupric ion. 

The possibility of dipole-dipole coupling must be discarded for t1.,ro 

reasons: it should be ,much smaller than scalar coupling and T2£ should 

show a more negat.ive dependence on the reciprocal of temperature than 

the data appear to give at the highest tempemture. Measurements of T
1 

\?ere carried ·only to 80°C and therefore gave essentially no information 

about the bendover reglon .. If scalar coupling is· still involved, there 

must be more than one kind of oxygen associated i'lith:the copper. 

The Cu +2 
ion in crystals has long been lmmm to coordinate ,,fith 

four -vmter molecules in a quite stable square.,..planar arrangement. For 

+2 . 
example in Cuso4 · 5II

2
0 the Cu is octahedrally coordinated with four 

uaters in,a plane having their oxygens 1.95 to 2.05 ~from the Cu+
2 

and tHo sulfate oxygens at ·the poles having their oxygens 2.32 to. 2.1f5 

0 . +2 17 
A from the Cu . It is also thought that in aqueous solution the 

Cu +
2 

ion coordinates vi th ·sJ.x 1.rater molecules to form such a distorted 

octahedron. 'l'his hypothesis can be w:;ed to explain the NMR data. 
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The results of the lovr temperature curve-fitting of Figure 4 shou 

conclusively the presence· of a quite labile form of coordinated uater, 
.. 

pres\.ll11£l.bly the axially coordinated form. 'l'he high temperature effect 

then likely arises from exchange of 1·T3.ters from the equatorial positions. 

There are two plausible mechanisms for equatorial vrater yxchangc: 

(a) Direct exchange with the bulJt vraters at the equatorial posi-

tions. 

(b) An inversion process in the Cu+2(H
2

0 )6 ion in vrhich the axial 

positions .become equatorial and t1-ro of the equatorial positions 

become axial. · This process may then be followed by the rapid 

1-ra ter exchange from the axial positions. 

The data are such that no choice is pbssible bet1-reen these t-vro alterna-

tive mechanisms. 

A large range of' values for necessary parameters can be i'oWld -vrhich 

·. results in lines 1·1hich f-l.dd to reproduce the data of Figure 4. In order 

to constrict the range of' solutionG the :follouing considerations are 

w.ade. 

'l1hc entropies of aetivu.tion of the uater cxehange processes for 

all the ions studied had. small values. 'rherefore it-was expected that 

the loosely bound -vrater'q in the axial positions of the hydrated cupric 

ion 1-10uld go through an ent::::·opy of activation of ca. zero. 

12 . 18 
Bloembergen and Morgan and KJ.velson have shmm that the fw1c-

tional relationship existing bet-v1een the electronic T
1 

and temperature 

is closely lin}:ed lrith the motion of the bulJt •rater molecules in the 

neighborhood of the paramagnetic ions. The q.ctivation energy governing 

the T
1 

relaxation may be considered as a first approxim-9-tion to be 

independsmt of the nature of the paramagnetic ion. Since the experi

+2 
mental temperature dependence of the electronic T

1 
of Nn ·has been 
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. shmm to be very small1 the :J.:f>}Ytox.i;.ntion ~~i_v:~~:-J. Ltbo-.re :probably cannot 

produce a sizeable error. Consequently the same slope was used here as 

. +2 . vras used in the Mn case .• 

Ho.yes
19 has partially resolved the ESR spectrum of cupric ion in 

aqueous ·solutions near 0°C. The value obtained for the electronic T2 

ca. 5 :X 10-~ sec. K. 1 lS h 1ve son as shovm that T 1 may be larger than T2 

for cupric ion because of the anisotropic ~ factor. The curve-fitting 

process was then requirec1. to yield a value of Tle Which uas > 5 x 10-9 

sec. 

is 

Coupling constants have .also been obtained for all ions studied here 

6 
and they range from 1:.1f x 10 cps. The loosely bound axial vmter mole-

cules on a cupric ion certainly cannot possess a coupling constant which 

is greatly above this range. 

The mathematical problem of curve-fitting vTas handled through a 

consideration of Equation 7 j vrhich becomes 

+P I CuE 'LCuE 

[ I/T2C~ + l/(T2CuA:CuA) +26nc~J 
- (l/T2CuA + l/TcuA) + 6mCuA 

r l/T2C~E + l/('r2CuE'CuE) + fu)C~lE J 
- '(i/T2CuE + l/TCuE)

2 
+ ~C~~ 

( 13) 

where PCuE = 4[Cu)/55.5 1 PCuA == 2[Cu)/55.5 1 and A and E refer to axial 

and equatorial, respectively. 'l'hJ.s equation \Wuld apply to the case vrhere 

the equatorial water exchange occurs directly \vlth the bulk water. 

A consideration of' the conditions shown by the temperature effects 

of Figure 4 reduces Equation 13 for the relaxation time to the follovring 

relation: 

1/T 
PCuA PCuE 

( 14) == +--
2£ 

-rCuA + 'I'2cuA 'LCuE 

{a) (b) 

• 
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The lines in Fig. 4 which represent the terms (a) and (b) of Equation 14 

do not combine by simple addition to reproduce the experimental results. 

Instead the t1vo lines Hhich moli:e up (a) add to give that part of the data 

which excludes the high temperature bend and then ll(a) + ll(b) gives the 

reciprocal of the bendover region of Fig. 4. The lmrer temperature 

points Here subjected to curve-fitting under the restrictions previously 

outlined. The line corresponding to (b) was then obtained as a remainder. 

Table II gives the values of some quantities calculated from the lines 

shoHn in Fig. 4. 

For the chemical exchange process to control T
212 

at high temperature, 

the numerator and denominator of the brackets of Equation 9 must be very 

nearly equal. This relationship obtains if: 

( 15) 

At 97°C, this inequality becbmes: 

( I )2 11 -11< I )4 -3< I )2 c 6 ) 2.2Ah +4.0xl0 <<1.2xl0 Ah +4.2xl0 Ah. 1 

. 2 
It is seen that li(T2CuE'fCuE) >> LmCuE and the Lm mechanism may be dis-

carded in the interpretation of the high temperature relaxation. The 

lo1ver limit of A/ll obtained from Equation 16 is given in Table II. 

The possibility is no'W considered tho.t exchangp: i)f equatorial waterB 

occurs through inversioil of the distorted octahedron of waters, coupled 

with rapid exchange of axial Haters. Starting with Equation 5 and im-

posing the additional restricU.on th(l t ~-~ e2:;change .1.s. ·n¢glfgiblELy±elds: 

. t1H 
-l(l)l!' 5 

G 
1 A -

1 
-r T (B - ) ab ba C-r -r 
-- -- be ch -·-

Solving this equation as before for the half-vidth at half-height gives 

as a good approximation. 
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TP.BIJ~ II 

Values Calculated from li'ig. 4 for a 

1.00 x 10-3 M Solution of CLt+2 

-===================----·-········ .. ········ -------·---·-·-·----- ·--·--·------·-·-----------
Quantity Equatorial Axial 

lili:j: (kcal) 11 5 

k ( -1 . 298°K) 1.0 
4 

2 :X 108 
1 sec at X 10 

X 10-S 
u 

T (sec at 298°K) 2 le 

t:./h (cps) >> 5.5 X 10 5 4 X 106 

LY:):f: (eu) _l,. -1~ 

8rrhe value is of course il:dc.:J)(:;ndc:nt of the I)Osi tion of coordino.-

tion; but the calculation "ws mad.:: from data col-resrJonding to axial 

\-rater exchange. 

-----------------··------·-·----------------------------
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l 
+ -- -r 

., 
-- .. ,. J _l_ 

( ·-··-- ·i~ .,.11 

l 2E_ 

l 
--:-: 
'be -

1 
X 

'"be 

l 
~ 
T 2c 

(=-I + 
(lj 

J..2c 

l 
-2 
T + 2c 

-:L 
(-- + 

T 
2c 

l 4n 
2 

+ ---7= + 
T T 

c 
2e eb 

.J:_)2 2 
+ Ql) 

'eb c 

l 

+ ~~\ 
2 

T T 2e cb 

_2:_) + b.o~ J 'eb 

(17) 

Since the experimental data incl:ic.J.te that 4n terms are unimportant, one 

has for the case of interest 

1 -=-- + T 2a 

..1:_+ 
T T ,-11- l) 

2b 2c 'rbc \ I'n- - -.. -. 
1
-

l - -· r_C D.J .. 
--- X ~----------- --~~------
't'ab 1 l + __ } 

'l'- + T ;::;- ~c J . ] 
2b be:'. J.2c be:( ;.c-, ·- + :r=-) 

-- -- J.2c cb 

In the region of the high tem;_x!l'aturc bend. the temperature dependeno0 

_: ndicates tha:t; 1/ Tba dominates the; denc:.11inator and l/T2c >> 1/ 1' cb; th1J:3 .. 

For the highc::r temperature region Equation 14 has precisely this same 

~lgebraic form, c .. nd, therefore, the shape of the temperature dependence 

curve is not indicative of t:-1e ::,echanism. 



The data are such that little in the way of numerical accuracy can 

be obtained for the quanti tic~] -vrhich deal ,.,rith the equatorial water ex

change •. A much more accurate value of &r* and of -rCuE could. be obtained 

throu13h determinations of T2E.at temperatures in excess of 100°C • 

. Finally, a calculation of: the ratio of che~1ical shift to line broad

ening led to.a prediction of rto detectable chemical shift, which was the 

experimental result. 

C. Nickelous Ion 

An extremely large temperature effect was observed for the T2E. of 

Ni+
2 solutio~1s at· 5.43 me as is shovm iri Fig. 5· In order that the entire 

temperature range from Q to 100°C could be examined, three solutions of 

concentrations 0.10~ M, 3.39 x 10-2M, and 6.12 x. l0-3M·Ni(N?3) 2 ,.,ere 

employed.·. Previous experi~1.ents 2 had shown that a linear relationship, 
' .'· .:··:,_. · .. 

exists between l/T2 and the concentration of th~ paramagnetic ion. This 

· wa.t3 conflrmed ,vi th the three ia +2 solutions mentioned above and all results 

of' Figs. 5 and 6 were referred to a value for a 0.100 M solution. 

'l1he conQ.itions existing in the solution at temperatures in the linear 

region of Fig. 5 qtii te clearly are lOA or lOC. The value of 1'Ni calcu-

latc:d from the linear region, hm·rever, along vrith the very small electron 

. 2o 1. t. t. : . . . +2 . . sp1n re axa 1011 1me ;thought to e::nst for Ni · 1n aqueous solutions, 

malce lOA more plausible. The high temperature'bend is then due to the 

threshol(\ of region lOB. 'fable III gives the numeri<;:al results of the 

curve -f'i ti:;ing~ 

'l'he limit of Tle \·Tc.t:s as~essed from tl1e high temperature data. By 

a combination of regions. lOB and lOD th~ f'ollovting region is obtained 

vhen ~he /'elD;ti.?l1s~i~ be~vreen ~~ at:ld 1/T~ is not known: 

1/'l' 
?:e 

·~ 
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Table III 

Values Calculated from Figs. 5 and 6 for 

Exchange of Hater from the· 
. +2 First Coordinat~on Sphere of Ni 

Quantity 

6.H+ (kca1) 

( -1 80 ) k1 . sec at 29 K 

T1e (sec at 298°K) 

A/h (cps) 

M3:f (eu) 

Value 

11.6 

4 2.7 X 10 

' -11 
~ 1.3 X 10 

3.6 x-10
6 

0.6 
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2 
TN. P.N. ~ WN· · .1 I I 

I0- 5 ~--~g_--------~-----~~----~----~~~--~------~ 
2.2 2.6 3.0 3.4 

Fig. 5 - Teinperature dependence of' log T2p f'or a 0.100 M solution of' Ni 

(~o)2 at 5.43 Me. The lines resulting irom the curve-fitting process 

are· also shmm. Data from 3. 39 x 10-
2 

and 6.12 x 10.:. 3 M solutions uere 

corrected to 0.100 M. 

MU -25654 
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3.1 3.5 

Fig. 6 - Tem:peratu:ce dependence of log Tr of a 0.100 M Ni(No
3

)2 solution. 
c-p 

The concentration actually used Has 0.200-fil but the values Here referred to 

the corresponding value f'o:c the more dilute solution for purposes of· compari

son uith Fig. 5. The frequency \·JaS 2.00 Me. 

MU-25647 
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From p:r·:vious considerations and from the frequency study discussed below, 

it is hnmm that PM-rrf ~~ is the larger of these t1vo terms. For the purpn~;es 

of obtaJ.ning a limit for T2M these tvro terms were equated. This method \-ras 

also twed in the dete1'1nination of the limits of the electron spin relaxation 

t
• ~ r +2 . +2 . J.mes or ,;o and Fe . The resulting limits in all three cases were con-

sis tent 1lith estimated limits. 20 

A check on the assumption tho. t the conditions correspond to regions 

lOA and lOB was provided by the frequency dependence of T2E_ .. Figtire 6 

shows the temperature variation of·T2E. of a 0.100 M .Ni{N?
3

)2 solution at 

2.00 me. The t\-ro straight lines correspond to the lines of Fig. 5 vrith 

the correction made for the change in frequency according to Equation 11 

lvhich predicts a linear dependence of .6m on frequency The curve rrhich, 

represents the swn of the two lines of Fig. 5 fits the data every bit as 

well as the lines of Fig. 5 fit the points of Fig. 5. This demonstrates 

that the .6 ill mechanis~ can produce appreciable relaxation in solutions 

of paramagnetic ions and also that the value of .6~i is qui~e a9curately 

knmm. 

The chemicul shift is still not observable in N'i +2 solutions a·t 

0 +2 +2 298 K even though the broadening is quite small compared to Mn Ol' Cu 

solutions. By an analysis of Equation 8 under the conditions of lOA the 

shift at 5.43 me is predicted to be: 

( 17) 

Since LXDN~>> 1/-rN~ at 298°K the shift is only a fraction of its rnaximwn 

value and is undetectable. 0 Near 100 C, hmoJever, the shift is given to a 

good approximation by: 



2 
Teo PcoAW Co, 2m c 

-
- T P. AW 2 5 -Co Co Co, .43mc 

3.2 3.6 

Fig. 7 - Temperature dependence ofT~£ of Coso4 and Co(Clo 4)2 solutions at 

5. 4 3 me. and 2. 00 me. 'l'he lines resulting from the .curve-fitting are also 
. . -2 +2 

shown. All data are corrected to l. 00 x 10 M Co . 

MU-25643 
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.A calculation revealed that a par2.nngnetic shift should be observed, and 

a sizeable shift Has observed experimentally. The value of the coupling 

constant calculated from the chemical shift at elevated temperatures vms 

imprecise and consequently is not given. 

D. Cobaltous Ion 

.As Hith the Ni+
2 

solutions the solutions of Co+2 display a marked 

temperature variation in T2}?_ as shovm in Fig. 7. The upper points Here 
. 

obtained at 2.00 me, and the lovrer points at 5.43 me. The solutions used 

in the Hork at 5.1~3 me ·1-1ere l.OO x 10-2 , 4.77 x 10-2 , and. 0.163 H in Coso
4

, 

and 0.147 M in,Co(Cl64)
2

• 'l'h.ose used in the 2. 00 me experiments were 

6 -2 
7. 3 x 10 and 0.223 M~n Coso4 . The values for all concentrations vrere 

referred to the corresponding values for a l. 00 x 10-2 M solution in 

"li'ig. 7 .. 
0 . 

The ratio of the T
212 

's for the t-vro frequencies at 300 K. definitely 

indicates that the linear re15ions in the inte:nnediate temperature- ran15e 

are lOB. The predicted rat.io for lOB is (5.lk3j2.00)
2
;or 7.35. 'l'his obser

vation is also consistent \·Ti th the estimated limi t
20 -~or the electronic 

T
1

. 'l'he bend at lmr temperatures is then due to lOA. 

The reversible high tempel'ature bend presents more difficulty in in-

+2 
terpretation, as did the similar bend in the case of the Cu solutions. 

lu1 examination o:f Equation 9 shmvs that such a bendover from the !::ill re-

laxation controlled region cannot occur through scalar coupling for the 

tTdo component system (asswning the temperature dependence of T
1 

to be 
e 

small or negative). 
+2 

.As reasoned for Cu , dipole-dipole relaxation should 
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not be important. Once a{;ain ;:;he only recourse is the introduction of 

a new species into consideration. 

In spite of the bending regions in Fig. ·7 the curve fitting uas much 
+2 . . . 

easier and more precise.than '~ith the Cu data. The curves in Figure 7 

,.,ere subjected to the fitting process simultaneously with the restriction 

0 that the ratio of the T2£'s at 30 C be 7.35. Table IV gives the results 

. +2 
of this operation for parameters involving Hater exchange from the Co 

Measurement. of the chemical shift provided a. confirmation for the· 

assurilption of lOB conditions as well as the values of 't'Co and A/h. Solu

tions of Co+2 shm.,r broader line vridths than Ni+2. solutions of the se.me 

concentration. Equation 8, hmrever, under conditions lOB yields the 

follovring relationship for the chemical shift: 

iY.JJH 0 = -P t::m ( 18) · Co Co 
. 2 

Thus the shift has assumed its maximum value. The measured paramagnetic 

. -2 
shift at 1.00 x 10 +2 0 4 M Co and 300 K was 1 .0 ppm. 

21 
Jackson, e.t al. 

found a pc:.ramagnetic shift of 330 l)Pffi in a .0.2 M Co +2 solution at ca. 

300°K, which is slightly larger than found here. 

A value of the coupling constant Has calculated from the Bloembergen 

equation10 using .the value of 14.0 ppm for the shift. By this calculation 

6 A/h -vms found to be 1.14 x 10 cps. The value of A/h calculated from the 

chemical shift vras then used to calculate k1 at 298°K. Figure 7 contains 

the chemical exchange controlled line corresponding to this value. of l\:1 . 

The relaxation process which enters at high temperatures has a high 

activation energy and certainly corresponds to regions lOA or lOC. 

Equation 7 adapted to give the high temperature bend is: 
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Table IV 

Va~ues Calculated from Fig. 7 for 

Exchange ofHater from the 

+2 
First Coordination Sphere of Co 

Quantity 

* 61-I (lccal) 

( -1 0 ) k1 sec at 298 K 

Tle (sec at 298°K) 

A/h (cps) 

:j: 
6S (eu) 

Value 

8.0 

1.13 X 10
6 

-12 < 5 X 10 . 

1.14 X 10
6 

'. -4.1 
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(19) 

Hhere the primes indicate the high temperature species • 

The presence of a ne1·7 species Hhich reveals itself at high tempera-

. 4. - +2 . . -2 
tures suggested an equilibriwn analogous to the Cl + Co ----~ Coc14 

system of cobalt chloride complexes. The possibility of an anion effect 

was discounted through a detennination of T2E from 80 to l00°C in solu

tions of Co(ClOhL). No difference uas detected from the sulfate results. 
' "-

The treatment of a possible explanation for the high temperature data 

of Fig. 7 1vill be as follm·lS. The data vill be_ disc~ssed in a general 

IJ:lB,nner in order to optain some characteristics of the ne1·1 cobalt. species 

and then vlill be interpreted in terms of the nevi species being tetrahedral 

' +2 . 
Co (u

2
o )

4 
in order to shovl that this ion ylelds results 1·Thich are in 

agreement 1vith the observations. 

Figure 7 shoHs that at 94. 5°C the ratio (-reo ,jP co• )/(-rc
0

/l:'co) is equal 

• 3 to 5.0 x 10 . The large value·or this ratio may be due to the small conccn-

tration of the neu species or to a large difference in the water exchange 

rates or to a combination of the tHo. 

· Assmning the primed cobalt species to be a minor. constituent even at 

the hiGh temperatuJ.·es, 'the slope of the -reo J1? Co 1 line yields 17 kcal for 
+ + 6H = 6H Co, + 6HC C , , \·There the heat of activation refers to the vater · o- o . 

exchange process for the primed species and .6I{Co-Co, is the enthalpy change 

+2 . 
for the conversion of the Co to the primed cobalt species. From the life-

* times the corresponding free energy change t:J' == 6F C , + &C C 1 is found o o- o 

to be 15.2 kcal at 9lf.5°C. The entropy change .6S = .6S*c , + .6SC C 1 is o o- o 

then 5 eu. 'rhe entropy change can give infonnation about the nature of 

the exchp.ngc process. Compared to 68 :j: Co the 9 eu niore positive vallte of' 
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.613 't·rould be consistent que.lit . .:.tively vlith e. four-coordinated cobaltous 

± 
ion exchanging uc.ter molecules directly. Thus .613 ·Co 1 might. be e:cpected 

:j: 
for 68 C , but 6Sc C 1 should · o o- o 

to be a small negative que.ntity as foW1d 

be appreciably positive because of the freeing of t1vo Hater molecules. 
22 

'• 

Alternatively the four coordinated species might exchange \·rater molecules 

by conversion to the six coordinated species and vice v~rsa. A fairly 

positive entropy '1-rould be expected, once ~gain, if the activated complex 

had less than six fold coordination, e.g., five fold. Actually the pre-

cision of the present data does not 1mrrant drmving any definite conclu-

sions. Measurements at higher temperatures are W1dervray in this labora-

·tory to fix the high temperature activation energy and entropy more pre-

cisely. 

Since the octahedrally coordinated cobalt is the only uncomplexed 

species ever identified ih an aqueous solution near room temperatu:re, 

the concentration of the Co I species 0. t high te,mperatures is no doubt 

sm.all. Also .the long linear region at t.he intennediate temperatures in-

dicates that the concentration of the octahedral species is virtually 

a constant, an obse:..~vation 1-1hich r·einforces .the idea that the ne1-r species 

is present at a relatively lovr concentration. It is possible, of course, 

that the Co+2(H
2
o )6 ion possesses nonequivo.lent positions as 11ith Cu+

2 

(H
2

0 )6 . · Such a case vTOuld eJ..rplain the high temperature data; hovrever 

the ratio betueen the uater exchange rates at the tvo different positions 

. 4 2 
at 94. 5°C iwuld have to be > l x 10 , a larger· value than exists for Cu + 

(H
2
o)6 at the same temperature. X-ray crystal studies indicate much less 

+2 +2 
defonnati6n for octahedrally coordinated Co se.lts than for Cu salts. 

In order to investigate the possible presence of a nei·T species e.t high 

temperatures, the visible spectrwn of a 0.600 J'i1 solution of CoS01~ uhich 

,,. 
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Has also 0.1 M in HClOl.~ was measured as a function of te~perature ur.j_ne; a 

Cary Recording Spectrophotometer. The solution ~vas heated and the tempera

ture vras maintained at 94. 5°C by means of an asbestos board box uhich 

contained a sealed 5 mm. cell, a cell holder, a. the:nnocouple, and t\vo 

22 mm. quartz vTindovrs. Alignment of the 1vindmvs wi~h the light path vras 

achieved by designing the box so that it fitted exactly on the Cary cell 

hold~r plate. Heated air v1as circulated through the box to maintain the 

temperature. 

Figure 8 shmvs the spectra at 27°C and 9~·.5°C. The difference be-

tHeen these spectra indicates the grovTth of a new peak at ca. 5 50 mil. 

Since the tetrahedral complex 1vas expected23 . to have a smaller crystal field 

effect than the octahedral complex, the res1..1.lt is consistent qualitatively 

vTi th the formation of the tetrahedral species. If the tetrahedral aqua 

complex has similar 

halide complexes,
24 

spectral characteristics to the knovtn tetrahedra:L 

it possesses a maximum molar extinction coefficient . . 

vThich is a factor of 10
2 

higher than the maximum molar extinc::tion coeffi-

cient of the octahedral species. 

spectra of Fig. 8, gives a value 

The use of this ratio, along "ivi th the 

of 4 x 10
2 

for the ratio of PC /Pc 1 • The 
0 0 . 

resulting ratio of "'c /-rc would then be 13 at 94.5C?:c. 
0 0 . 

If these approxin~te values of the concentrations and the rates of 

1vater exchange are used, the follm.;ing results may be deduced. The 1·ate 

1/"'co• equals 12 DmCo at 2.00 me. For condition lOA to hold in the high 

temperature region it is necessary tha.t l/Tc ,<< binc 1 and therefore !::me 1 
. 0 0 . . 0 

1vould have to be considerably greater than lYDCo -- at lea.st .20 fo:Ld. There 

is no guide to the plausibility of such a condition. If instead conditions 

lOC exist at high temperature, Tle for co• must be considerably larger 

than for·co, i.e., Tle ;?5 x 10-
8 

sec. Again the plausibility of such a 

condition is not kno-vm. 
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. ----
--94.5°C 

-·-· ( A 94.5- A21) 

/ .,.,._. 

400 480 560 640 720 

A ( m J-L) 
Fig~ 8 - Visible spectrum of a 0.600 M Coso4 solution at 27°C and 94.5°C. 

Also shown is. the curve representing the difference between the two spec

tra with the density correction from thermal expansion ihcluded. 

MU-25646 
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E. Ferrous Ion· 

Figure 9 shows the large temperature dependence of T2£ in solutions 

of ferrous an~onium sulfate at 5.43 me. Three solutions of concentrations 

44 -2 6 -2 . 
l. x 10 1 .13 x 10 , and 0.377 M were employed. All values shown in 

Fig. 9 have been corrected to those for a solution which is. 1.44 x 10-~. 

Points were rtot obtained near 100°C because of the broadening caused 

by small amounts of Fe+3 formed by air oxidation. Much care was taken to 

exclude air through the use of the sample holder shown in Fig. 1. · The 

solutions were prepared on a vacuum line and the sample holder subsequent-

ly filled with an atmosphere of argon. Hm·Tever, the line vTidth due to 

Fe +2 narrows sharply vlith temperature, vlhile that of Fe +3 broadens rapid

ly.11 Therefore even a very small amount of Fe+3 contributes appreciably 

to the line width near l00°C. 

As with the Co+2 solutions the linear region shown in Fig. 9 is most 

likely lOA. The estimated value 20 of the electron spin relaxation time 

eliminated lOC from consideration. 

Since no ·chemical exchange controlled region is seen in Fig. 9 it is 

fortunate that the chemical shift is measurable~ It is of .the same magni-

+2 : 
tude as that of the Co solutions and is detectable~or the same reasons 

given in the discussio~ of the Co +2 shift. A shift of 119 ppm vTas observed 

with a 6.17 x 10-2 M Fe+2 solution at 300°K. Table V gives the values of 

quantities calculated from the chemical shift and from the data of Fig. 9. 

The value of ~F at 298°K calculated from the chemical shift and the 
'e 

data of Fig. 9 is consistent ,.,i th the value obtained through curve-fi ~ting 

on the slight bending at low temperatures in Fig. 9· The straight line for 

the lOA region calculated from the chemical shift has been inserted in 

Fig. 9· 
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TABLE V 

Values for the Exchange of Water From the 

First Coordination Sphere of Ferrous Ion 

Quantity 

M:j: (kcal)' 

k
1 

(sec -l a~ 298°K) 

Tle (sec at 298°K) 

A/h (cps) 

lS+ (eu) 

Value 

7·7 

3.2 X 10
6 

< 1.4 X 10-ll 

9.8 X 105 

-3.0 



IV. DISCUSSION 

A. Interpretation of o17 Results 

No other measurements exist for the rates of exchange of water mole-

cules in the first coordination spheres of the cations studied here· except. 

for Mn+2, as discussed in the previous .section. 

·An instructive -comparison has been made earlier withl6 , 2 5, 2~~ 2 the 

·.rates Of a similar process, i.e., the rate of replacement of a water mole-

cule by a sulfate ion in the first coordination sphere of the metal ions~· 

Shown in Fig. 10 is the comparison .based now on actual rates of water 

exchange, rather than lower limits, and on improved sulfate complexing 
26. 

data. The only ion 'ivhich shows a serious deviation from the. linear 

relationship is Cu +2, ar1d the water exchange rate is known only approxi.

mately for this ion. The rough linearity seems to support the thesis2 5,~ 27 

that 'j:.he activation energy in complexing reactions arises principally trom 

the partial removal of a water molecule and that bonding to the incoming 

group is not an important factor. To make the data stri_ctly comparable, 

the water exchange rates• should be corrected by a statistical factor of 

·3/4, assuming that the incoming group come$ froirl a .face of the octahedron. 

It is reasonable that the decrease in bonding of the outgoing group 

is of much more importance to the rate than any weak bonding of the in-. 

coming group in the activated complex, but the close correspondence in. 

values of the two sets of rates is indeed remarkable. Possibly t4e in

coming oxygen of the sulfate group behaves much like the oxygen of a )'later 

molecule because of the_similarity in electric charges •. From dipole 

measu·rements the charge on oxygen in water is approximately o.6 of' an 

electronic charge (asswning the positive charge to lie at the protons), 

:vfhile half of' an electronic charge i-IOuld reside on each oxygen of' so4 

if the sulfur is assumed to be neutral. It is interesting that the same 
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charge distribution. would be estimated for the oxygens of the carboxylate 

. 26 ion, which E~gen and coworkers have shown once again to have rates of 

complexing similar to the sulfate rates. 

·An attempt was made to correlate the water exchange rates in the 

solutions of the ions studied with three factors: the electrostatic at-

traction, the crystal field stabilization, and the extent of covalent 

bonding between the oxygen and the d electrons of the paramagnetic ion. 

The purpose w·as to fix the. extent to which these factors contribute to 

the magnitude of the water exchange rate. 

Fig. 11 show.s the.relationship between the log of the water exChange 

rates and the second ionization potential28 of the g~iseous metal, with 

the electron initially in the lowest d level of the singly ·charged ion. 

+2 The slmT Cu exchange rate which is plotted is subject to considerable 

uncertainty. The plot indicates a rough correlation which would probably 

be a measure of bonding--both covalent and ionic.. It· is. impossible to 

separate the correlation for the two types of bonds because the coordinated 

oxygens penetrate ~ppreciably into the ~ orbitals of the metal ion and 

could thus return negative electric charge to the ion either with or with-

out covalent bonding. 

Fig. 12 shows the difference in crystal field stabilization27 between 

the octahedral complexes of the ions studied and two possible activated 

complexes for the water exchange process. The theoretical calculations 

of the crystal field effect were made by Basolo ·and Pearson27 in terms 

of Dq. To obtain the values in kcal shown in Fig. 12 we have employed 

the experimental spectroscopic values of Dq listed by Basolo and Pearson. 27 

It is seen that the resulting predicted crystal field effects are consid

erably'greater than the observed variations in DR+ and 6F+. Since effects 
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other than crystal field effects will determine the rate parameters, one 

can hope to see only large, abrupt changes in crystal field trends. Quali-

. t * .+2 . tatively the rise J.n .6H and t;;F for NJ. , predicted by crystal field 

theory for either activated complex, is observed. The heat dat~ indicate 

a larger effect that the free energy data. Although the free energy data 

are ~ore precise, a significant part of their variation might be due to 

entropy changes rather than crystal field enthalpy changes. The magnitude 

'of the effect for Ni+2 indicates that even here the major part of DH* does 

not arise from crystal field effects. In the case of Mn++, of course, 

crystal field effects are absent. 

Since the gaseous ions have no cyrstal field splitting, the corre~a-

tion of rate of exchange with ionization potential in Fig·. 11 should fail 

to the extent that crystal field effects operate. As predicted the rate 

for Ni+2 deviates toward a smaller value f:r-~m that obtained by the extra-

+2 +2 +2 polation of the straight line through Nm , Fe , and Co • 

An attempt vras made to account for the magnitude of the observed rate 

on the basis of a primit~ve electrostatic model in which only the removal 

of the outgoing water is considered. Using the formula for the electro-

static attraction bet,veen a dipole and a charge one calculates the free 

energy of activation from this source for a divalent ion to be: 

+ 2 2 $ = -252 (1/d· - 1/d )/D kcal (21) e + ... 
where D is the effective dielectric constant and d and d are the metal 

* 0 
to oxygen distances in A of the water in the hydrated ion and activated 

complex, respectively. Taking d for Mn+2 to be 2.20 R one calculates that 
+ 

d - d would have to be ca. 0.3 R to yield the observed t;;F+ of 7.2 kcal; 
:j: 

vTi th t[ie die:j.ectric constant having t{ie pptica:j. va:j.l!le f9r water, i.e., 

1.77. It is seen that such a model can account for the magnitude of the 
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activation energy, although the appropriateness of the assumed small di-

electric constant is open to cricicism. 
.. . :j: 

The change of 6F with size of the metal can be estimated for the 
0 

above mo<;lel assuming that the d:j: - d is constant at 0.3 A. The calculated 

chance with radius is only about one third of the observed value, even 

making a correction for crystal field effects, but this 'may well be only 

a reflection of the inadequacy of the model. Particularly the assumption 

of constant stretching is open to question and a more realistic model 

would probably improve the comparison. 

The coupling constants calculated from the water exchange data are 

dependcct On COValent bonding bet1-1een the oxygen and the ~ electrons Of 

the paramagnetic ion. There is no apparent correlation bet1veen these 

coupling constants and the rates. The conclusion is that covalent char-
. ~ . . • ... " • ' ' . •. ' V' 

acter measured by the coupling constants does not dominate the energy of 

the activated· complex. 

In summary, the observations arc consistent with an appreciable 

cry~tal field effect on the rate of ·exchange~ No definite evidence for 

\:.!6\te,.le11t bonding effects was found, apart from ·crystal field contributions, 

"iol'hich might be so interpreted. 'l'h~ magni tuJ:G of the .~·ate s can be accounted 

for by a ·crude electrostatic model; this interpretation is possible bu.t by 

no roeans necessary. Regarding covalent bonding effects it is of interest 

that Eigen
26 

reports the first order rate constants for sulfate complex. 

formations of Mg++ and Ni++ to be 1 x.105 and 1 x 104 sec-l respectively. 

Since the empirical ionic radii29 of the two ions are nearly the smoe, 

i.e., 0.75 and 0.74 J?. respectively, it must be concluded that .covalent 

effects in Ni ++ are not large relative to Mg ++. The t,en fold lovrer rate 

for Ni++ can probably be attributed to crystal field effects. 
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One further correlation is shown in Figures 13 and 14. Fig. 13 shows 

a plot of the log of the water exchange rates versus the first stability 

constant for the coordination of ethylenediamine30 , 31 with the paramagnetic 

ions studied. There is rather good correlation between complex stability 

and rate of exchange, as might be eXpected. The plot shows a deviation 

f · C +2 Th. t th t h C +2 · t · 1 t. li htly or o • ~s sugges s a . per aps o ex~s s ~n so u ~on as a s g 

distorted octahedroh; however this is shown to be not the case in Fig. 14. 

Here the same deviation appears in the data for the formation of the third 

complex. but octahedral distortion should affect the stability of the third 

complex in the opposite direction to that of tne first. 

B. Consideration of Proton Results 

It is interesting to compare the NMR data on dilute aqueous solutions 
. 17 

of paramagnetic ions from the present 0 work and the proton studies of 

other authors. 4112 ,32 For each ion studied here, a plot has been made 

(Figs. 15 through 19) of log P T2p vs. 103/T, so that both o17 and proton 

data are on the same plot. 

The comparisons represented in Figs. 15 through 19 are given. in part 

as a chGck on the consistency. of the assurnpt,ions previously made by the 

author and by those who have studied the proton resonan'ce. One further 

calculation must be made, however, before the results can be compared. 

In the cases of each of the five ions studied here the proton results 

yielded values of the dipole - dipole relaxation times as a fUnction of 

temperature. It is· of considerable interest to consider the ratio of the 

dipole - dipole relaxation times for protons and o17 in the same solution 

of a paramagnetic ion. The following is a very crude attempt at the 

calculation of such a ratio. According to the equation of Solomon7 the 

ratio is 
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17 . . 
where rH arid r 0 are the distances between th~ proton and the 0 nucleus 

respectively and the paramagnetic electrons. The assumption is made that 
. . 17 

the correlation times for proton motion and 0 motion are the same, 

although this may possibly be erroneous. 

For purposes .of calculation the paramagnetic ion is considered to 

have its paramagnetic electrons centered at the nucleus. The M p 0 - H 

bond was taken to be the tetrahedral angle, 109°2.5', in· the coordinated 

state. X-ray crystal studies33 have indicated that such is the case. The 
0 

H- 0 bond distance is taken to be 0.96A, the va.lue for uncoordinated 

·water. The M - 0 bond distances w·ere taken to be the crystalline j.nter

nuclear distances. 29 

The result of this calculation is that the dipole - dipole relaxation 

mechanism is ca. 0.8 times as effective for o17 as for protons 

The application of this result as well as the results of other com

parisons betvTeen o17 and proton data are given in the following separate 

considerations of each ion. 

1. Manganous Ion 

Fig. 15 shmvs the fitted o17 data along with the data of Bernheim 

4 ~ 
et al. and Bloembergen and Morgan. The values of PMnTlH are included 

in order to show the magnitude of the dipole - dipole relaxation for pro

tons and for purposes of comparison with the scalar coupling relaxation. 

The lines representing 1/CH'!Mn and 1/CHTle;·;;:·. have been drawn through a 

consideration of the corresponding lines for o17 together with the following 

::~acts and assumptions. The o17 work was done at 5.43 me, while the proton 

results were obtained at 10:: mc4 and 14:<: mc~2 The consequence of this 
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frequency difference, according to Eq. (22) of Bloembergen and Morgan, 12 

is the slightly larger slope of the line for i/CH Tle over that. for 

l/C0 Tle' Also T1e at the proton frequencies is calculated to be ca. 0.7 

of the value at the o17 frequency. The value of the constant C is given 

by 

C = 4/9 I (I + 1) S (S + 1) (Ajn)2 

vrhere I for protons is 1/2 and for o17 is 5/2~ A/n was taken to be 

6 . . ~ 
1.0 x 10 cps for protons, a·s found by Bloembergen and Morgan. · The 

mechanism of proton exchange was asswned to be the exchange of vrhole vrater 

molecules. Therefore -r.Mnis the same for both o17 and protons and the 

chemical exchange ·line drawn applies to both cases. 

Figure 15 shm.;s that the oxygen and proton results are in good agree-

ment. 

2. Cupric Ion 

n · . 4 
figure 16 shm.;s the 0 data and the proton data of Bernheim et al. 

and of Hauser .and Laukien. 32 The o17 data 1-1ere plotted, assuming a coordi-

nation number of t1vo. A coordination number of six vras used in plotting 

proton results! 'rhe o17 results have been interpre'ted previously in this 

thesis as arising from interactions at the axial positions. The choice of 

six as the coordination' number appropriate for the proton results can be 

explained through the follmdng consideratio~s. 

4 32 Since T
1 
~ T

2 
for the proton results, it has been con~luded ' .that 

the values shmm arise from dipole-dipole relaxation. The line represent-

ing exchange at the equatorial positions cuts the proton data. .To the 

high temperature side of the 't'CuE line, the proton relaxation should be 

the sum of that at the equatorial and axial.positions arid the effective 

coordination nwnber is six. To the right of the 't'cuE line, hovrever, the 
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relax~tion at the equatorial positions is chemical exchange controllede 

Conscqu~ntly, the effective coordination number becomes two at low temp-

eratures. This is apart from the fact that the inherent relaxation at the 

two positions is probably not the same. The bond distances alone would 

indicate this. The data of Fig. 16 should show roughly a three. fold in-

crease superimposed upon the . .sloping line as the region of the line TCuE 

is traversed from left to right. 

The data shm.r a small tendency tm.rard the expected S shape 1 but not 

nearly as large as is expected. This may be explained by means of the 

following considerations. The tumbling time which governs the relaxation 

may well have a temperature dependence similar to that of pure water. 

This would include a sharp increase in the temperature region from 20°C 

0 
to 0 C. Such a sharp increase in Tc would partially or totally cancel out 

the increase in T2H due to the change in effective coordination number. 

The data then are possibly consistent vrith predictions. 

Tvro paths are open to the explanation of the data even if the cor-

relation time argument is not used. Either the increase should not be 

present at the crossover or the line TCuE is in error and should have been 

dravm so as to give no crossover in the observed temperature region. 

The first case would occur only if the inherent relaxation at the 

equatorial positions were much smaller than that at the axial positions. 

Since the axial waters are much more loosely bonded this is unlikely.· 

The second explanation is plausible, however. The slope of the TCuE 

line is very uncertain and could be made much smaller. The smaller slope 

would then probably be consistent with the inversion process discussed 

previously in this thesis. 

From the proton data of Fig. 16, one predicts no significant dipole -

dipole contribution to the observed relaxation of o17 , in agreement with 

the o17 T1 results. 
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From the o17 results one predicts that the ·proton relaxation should 

occur largely through scalar coupling if the ratio of proton to oxygen 

scalar coupling constants is about the same as with manganous ion. Since 

scalar coupling is not important ldth protons the manganous ion COI.!-Pling 

constant ratio is 'not generally applicable. It is possible that a signi-

ficant amount of proton-ele~tr6n coupling is done through bonding between 

the unpaired electrons in the Eg leyel of the paramagent:Lc ion and the 

H - 0 bond electrons. .Such an interaction would be largest in Mn +2 and 

. N'+2 d C +2 zero ln l an u • The effect of an error in estimation of the coupling 

constant ratio is intensified in the relaxation since the ratio enters 

squared. 

3. Nickelous Ion 

Fig. 17 shows the o17 results at 5.43 me ·and 2.00 me and the proton 

data of Hauser and Laukien. 32 T1 of the proton was very nearly equal to 
. 32 

T2 and hence the rela..xation was assumed to occur through the dipole -

dipole mechanism. The plot definitely shows that the bend. at low tempera-

tures for the proton data is due to chemical exchange from the first co-

ordination sphere. An attempt was made to fit the proton data through the 

follOvTing considerations. 

The high temperature slope of the nickel data is small. The o17 re

sults discussed previously have shown that the electronic T1 for Ni+2 is 

quite possibly shorter than the tumbling correlation time, 't'c~ In such a 

case the dipole - dipole relaxation may be governed by Tle rather than 't'c· 

The slope of the dipole -dipole relaxation line was'taken to be the same 

·as the T1e slope of Mn +2 • All dipole - dipole relaxation is .. .Presumed to 

occur in the first coordination sphere. The result of the curve-fitting 

shows that the data do not bend up sharply enough at low temperatures. 
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This may be explained by assuming that a small amount of dipole - dipole 

relaxation occurs outside the first coordination sphere. This relaxation 

.is not interrupted by ~Ni and tends to round off and limit the observed 

bend. The ratio of second coordination sphere r~laxation to that which 

occurs in the first coordination sphere may be estimated through the use 

of the following model~ 

The comparison is made betyreen the relaxation of the six first coor-

dination sphere waters and.the eight waters situated in the faces of the 

octahedron. The M - 0 internuclear distances are the crystalline distances 

used previously in this thesis. The 0 - 0 •-'- distance· can never be less 

than twice the van der Haals' radius for oxygen. This radius is taken to 
0 

be 1.4 A. 

The Solomon equation7 yields for the ratio of relaxation times: 

= 6/8 
6 

r2nd 
-t)· 
r 1st 

+2 
ForNi the ratio is 17.5. There is considerable uncertainty in this 

vall)e due to a questionable asswnption used .in the equation above. This 

is the asswnption that the correlation times for the fi:rst and second 

coordination spheres are the same. There is also considerable uncertainty 

in fitting the data 1-lith this additional parameter; however, the value of 

17.5 is not inconsistent vli th the, results~ 

From the ·o17 results one predicts that scalar coupling should make a 

sizeable contribution to the proton relaxation at low temperatures if the 

coupling constant ratio of.2.7 for manganous protons to oxygens applies. 

The fact that such is not the case experimentally may be explained by means 

+2 of the coupling constant argument advanced for Cu • 



The dipole - dipole contribution to o17 relaxation is predicted to 

be smaJll and unresolvable from the scalar coupling contribution on: the 

basis of Fig. 17. 

4. Cobaltous Ion 

Fig. 18 shovrs the o17 results at 5·4:? and 2.00 me along with the 

proton date of Bernheim et ~1. 4 and Hauser and Laukien. 32 Again TlH is 

approximately equal to T2H and the relaxation process is4':? assumed to be 

dipolar. The plot reveals that there could be a sizeable dipole - dipole 

contribution to the o17 relaxation in the high temperature bendover region 

at 2.00 me. The presence of such'a contribution does not alter the fact 

that the presence of a new cobalt species is indicated. The dipole 

dipole contribution cannot produce the rapid decrease with temperature of 

T2p for o17 observed at the highest temperature but would yield a slope of 

the oppositersign. All arguments based on the slope of the PC , -'t'C 1 line 0 0 . . 

are then extremely uncertain. The uncertainty introduced into the enthalpy 

of activation for., water exchange from the octahedral species by the dipole 

·contribution is not sizeable, however, as the enthalpy was best determined 

from the 5.4) me data, wher~ dipole - dipole effects pl.ay a very small part. 

Fig. 18 shows the high temperature chemical exch~nge line cutting 

through the proton data. There is no observable break in the Pc
0

T2p, H 

curve at the intersection~ This is consistent v(ith the earlier assumption 

that the new cobalt species is present as a minor component. If the in- · 

herent dipole - dipole relaxation on the new species is comparable to that 

on the octahedral ·species,:.- the ratio of the contributions to the total 

relaxation of protons wi1l be the ratio of the concentrations of the t'w 

species. If the new species is present in a small concentration, the fact 

that its contribution to relaxation falls off rapidly as the temperature 

is lowered leaves the total observed relaxation virtually unaffected. 
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5. Ferrous Ion 

Fig. 19 gives the o17 data and the proton data of Hauser and Laukien.32 

TlH is equal to T
2

H and. the relaxation of protons has again been assigned 

to the dipolar mechanism. From the proton data one predicts a sizeable 

contribution of dipole - dipole relaxation for o17. TVis result casts a 

* small degree of uncertainty on the value given for ~ 0 • Ferrous ion 
2 

does offer the opportunity, however, to obtain experimentally a value for 

the dipole - dipole contribution to o17 relaxation. If the production of 

+3 0 Fe can be surpressed near 100 c, a bendover should occur in T2 due to 
p 

the dipole contribution 

The o17 data lead one to predict that there is no important scalar 

coupling contribution to. proton relaxation. 
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APPENDICES 

A. Experimental Data 

Table A-1. f 17 . The T2 and T1 of l.~J 0 H20 as a function of tempera-

ture. 'l'he vrater is also 0.1 M in HCl01~ and is ca. 25 mole percent in deu-

teriwn. 

l03/T°K. Line lvidtha T2X103 

(sec. ) 
Hb 
ls 

T
1 
Xl03( sec. ) 

2.800 17.95 8.85 .0540 11.03 

3.060 23~50 6.76 .0728 7·97 

3-333 30.4o 5.23 .0998 5. 47 

3. 41~5 37-30 4.26 

3.510 43.1 3.64 

3-550 50.6 

a All line lvidths in this appendix refer to the half width at half' height 

in cycles .. per second and are the average of several\' observed values. 

b 
The value of the radio frequency field in ~gauss >vhere the peak height 

., 

is a maximwn in the plot of peak height vs. rf field;-
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To.ble A-2.· T1, · T2 and T2p -4 of a 1.82 X 10 M MnS04 solution in 0.10 

111 HC104 as a function of temperature. 

l03jT0 IC. T2X103 T 
T2pX103 T Xl03 a Line lTidth 2,H20 H 

X103 ls 1 . 

2. 7~-5 63.9 2.49 9-25 3.41 .o886 14.56 
2.800 ·73.6 2.16 8.85 2.86 
2.3'70 85.0 1.87 8.20 2.42 .1060 13.55 
2.950 102.5 1.55 7-55 1.95 
3.000 107-5 1.48 7-20 1.86 .. 1365 . 10.33 

3.070 106.0 1.50 6.70 1.93 
· . 

. 3.140 105-5 1.51 6.25 1.99 . 1450 8.98 
3.240 97-0 1.64 5-70 2.30 .1528 7-43 

3-333 91.4 l. 71~ 5-23 2~61 .1638 6.11 

3-430 86.0 1.85 4.40 3-19 
3.500 82.4 1.93 3-70 4.03 

3-570 80.8 1.97 3.10 5.38 

a All relaxation times are expressed in seconds. 
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Table 1\.;:;.3. Tl' T2 and T2p of a 1.00 X 10-3M Cu (No
3

)2 solution 

in 0.10 H HClo4 o.s a func1;.ion of temperature. Also shown is an approxi-

mate T1 and T2 determination with a 5.00 X 10-3 M Cuso4 solution in.O.lO 

M HCl04 using the derivative method~ 

103jT°K Line T2X103 3 
. ~103 

Hls . T1Xl03 a 
width T2~~Po Soln~ 

' 2 

2.690 31.0 5.13 9.80 .10.8 A 

2.770 32.6 1~.88 9.10 10.5 A 

2.850 33.5 1~. 57 8.40 10.0 A 

2.920 37.1 4.28 7.80 9.53 .0890' 8.39 A 

3.005 40.8 3.89 7.15 8.54 A 

3.070 45.2 3.52 6.75 7.35 .1053 7.30 A 

3.245 59.8 2.66 5.70 5.00 A 

. 3. 333 71.0 2.24 5.23 3.96 .. 1510 5.58 A 

3.420 84.2 1.89 4.50 3.26 A 

3.435 86.9 1.83 1~. 35 3.15 A 

3.560 108.2 i.47 3.10 2.79 A 

3·333 -v225. "'0.7 5.23 w.8 -v.l5 -v5 B 

a Solution A is 1.00 X 10-3 M Cu (No
3

)2 and sol~tion B is 5.00 X 10-3 

Cuso4. 
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Table A-4. T2 and T2p of Ni (No
3

)2 solutions in 0.10 M HCl01~ as 

a function of temperature and frequency. 

At. 5.43 me 

103jT°K. Half . T X103 . 3 
T2pX103 Solution a T2 H 0Xl0 

width 
. 2 

I 2 

2.730 45.2 . 3.52 9.4o 5.6~ A 
2. r(L~5 l£.0 3.31. 9.30 5.15 A 
2.780 45.2 ·. 3-52 9.00 5.78 A 
2.820 48.0 3-31 8.60 5-37 A 
2:855 52.2 3.05 8.35 4.81 A 
2.895 46.7 3.4o5 8.00 5.92 A 
2.900 48.6 3.275 8.00 . 5-55 A 
2.945 1.:8.0 . 3-31 7.60 5.88 A 
2.955 46.4 3.42 8.35 5.81 A 
2.9~(5 153.0 1.038 7.4o 1.21 B 
3.050 119-5 ·. 1.33 6.85 1.65 B. 
3.125 97-3 1.635 6.4o 2.17 B 
3.160 80.7. 1.95 6.20 2.88 B 
3-190 158. 1.005 6.00 1.21 c 
3.225 142.5 1.115 5.80 1..38 c 
3.265 ll7.3 1.355 5-55 1.79 c 
3.. 333 81..4 1.955. 5.23 3.11 c 
3-390 70.7 . 2.25 4.75 4.27 c 
3.455 6~-.9 2.45 4.20 5.88 c· 

At 2.00 me 

2.750 34.8 4.57 9.25 9.00 D 
2.810 ~·0.6 3-92 8.70 7.14 D 
2.910 55-3 2.87 7.90 . 4.52 D 
2.995 58.0 2.74 7.25 4.L~o D 
3.110 54.3 2.93 6.45 5-38 D 
3-230 48.6 3-27 5. 75 7-58 D 
3-333 41.8 3.80 5.23 1.39 D 

a Sol~tion A is 6.12 X 10-3 M, solution B is 3-39 X 10-2 
1-1, solution C 

is 0.100 M, and solution D is 0.0200 M. 
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'"Tabl~~-:5_-· T~-~~~TJ.jof 6~so4 and Co(Clo
4

)
2 

solutions in 0.10 

M HClo4 as o. function of temperature and frequency. 

2.690 
2.820 
2.880 
2.940 
3.0)0 
3.140 
2.720 
2.755 
2.820 
3.000 
3.180 
3·270 
3.350 
3. !~50 
3.580 

2.68d 
2.'(25 
2.760 
2.880 
2.980 
3.080 
3.030 
3.lh0 
3-250 
3. 31~0 
3.1.~60 
3.530 
3-580 

Line width 

57 .. 0 
60.4 
68.8 
36.1.~ 

52-3 
68.2 
52.1 
48.3 
53-9 
93·7 
39.6 
1~9. 5 
61.8 
76.0 
94.0 

33. !~ 
39-7 
34. !1-
33.4 
4o.o 
54.4 
29.6 
37.6 
51.4 
61.0 
82.8 

102.3 
137.5 

At 5.!+3 me 

2.79 
2.63 
2.31 
4.37 
3.04 
2.33 
3.05 
3.29 
2.95 
1. 70 
4.02 
3.21 
2. 5'7 
2.09 
1.69 

At 2.00 me 

3.67 
.4.00 
'4.62 
4.77 
3.97 
2.92 
5-37 
4.22 
3-09 
2.60 
1.92 
1.555 
1.155 

9.80 
8.65 
8.15 
7.65 
6.85 
6:30 
9.55 
9.20 
8.65 
'(.20 
6.05 
5-50 
5.05 
4.20 . 
2.80 

9-90 
9·55 
9-15 
8.15 
7-35 
6.70 
7.00 
6.30 

. 5.65 
5.10 
4.10 
3.4o 
2.80 

3·91 
3.79 
3.22 

10.2 
.5. 46 
3.72 
4.48 
5.12 
4.48 
2. 2!~ 

11.9 
7·75 
5·23 
4.17 
4.25 

5.84 
6.89 
9-34 

lLl1-0 
8.62 
5.18 

22.9 
12.8 
6.85. 
5.31 
3.61 
2.86 
1~~65 

a Solution 

A 
A 
A 
B 
B 
B 
c 
c 
c 
c 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

·E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 

a Solution A is .163 M Coso4, solution B is 0.0477 M Coso4, solution 

C is 0.147 M Co (C1o4)2, solution D is 0.100 til Coso4, solution E is 

0.223 M C:oso4, and solution F is 0.0763M Coso4• 
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Table A-6. T2 and T2p of Fe (NI14)2 (so4)2 so~:utions in 0.10 14 

HCl04 as a function of temperature. 

103jT°K Line vridth · T X103 . 3 
T2pX103 Solution 2 T2,H 0x10 

2 

2.895 98.0 '1.62 8.00 2.03 A 
2.955 130.0 1.22 7-55 1.45 A 
3 ,01~5 46.3 3.h3 6.90 6.85 B 
3 .11~0 70~7 2.25 6.30 3· 51 B 
3.190 83.3 1.91 6.00 2.81 B 
3.250 104.0 1.53 5.65 2.10 B 
3.255 98.5 1.615 5.60 2.27 B 
3·333 138.0 1.153 5.23. l.l!B B 
3.420 71.3 2.23 4.50 4.42 c 
3.450 76.5 2.o8 4.25 4:o6 c 
3. 1+60 84.5 1.88 4.15 3.43 c 
3.530 94.7 1.68 3.40 3·33 c 

Solution A is 0.377 M, solution B is 0.0613 M, and solution C is 

0.0144 M. 

a 
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B. Expanded Steady State Solution of the Bloch 

Equations, Modified to Include Chemical Exchange. 

The solution given here is intended to present in detail the mathe-

matics leading to Eqs. (7) and (8). Since it is not difficult to extend 

to n species the case in uh~ch the minor species exchange only uith the 

solvent, the treatwent will be of such a case. 

The solution of interest contains the nucleus observed in n differ-

ent envirorunents. One of these, ~' is present in a much higher concentra-

tion than the others taken collectively. Chemical exchange is allowed 

betlTeen a and each of the n-1 minor environments. Direct interconver..; 

sion among the n-1 states is notalloued, however. The conditions of 

slmv passage and lov1 povTer level are employed. ·The definition of terms 

in the follolTing modified Bloch equations is a simple extension of those 

given in Part I. 

a 
- A G + .Gb/rba + G /r + ...... + G /r im1M; a c ca n na - -- - - - - b 

B-1 G /r b B Gb :;::; jjnlMO a a - -
c 

G /r C G :::: im
1
M0 a ac c 

. 
G /7: / a an 

The solution of these equations for G is best accomplished through 

the use of determinants. The result is the following. 
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G = 

k n 
(~0 IT-1-b L)/(~ .T~~) 

- UJ u.9.. 
It],~ -

Equation (B-2) can be rearranged to put it in the f'ollmdng form. 

J,a[(l) 
G = - i m1 LIVI~ l + 

Each ..J. or ~ has a J or K associated >vi th it and summations over 

..J. and k imply summations over J and K as i~dicated in Eq. (B-3). 

(B-2) 

(B-3) 

The concentration conditions are such that the concentration of the 
n 

minor species taken collectively, ~-:~b [..J.], is much less than [a]. As a 
n j a ~-- j 

consequence L:~=E. 1-1~ << M~ as long as M~ is essentially determined by 1· 

This -vrill occur vhen the resonance frequency of the pure ..J. species, m, 

satisfies the conditj_on 
~ < L:..J.=E. m0~m0~ - 1 Such is the case in the pre-

sent study. The ratio 

\vill be called r. 

Another consequence of the concentration conditions is that 
n 
~- -rja/-r . = q << l. One further inequality must be mentioned. In 
.Q.=~ - aJ 
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order to make the derivation coincide '-lith the conditions present in a 

dilute aqueous solution of paramagnetic ions, something must be said 

about the ratio of .6.ruj to .6.ma. It has been found experimentally that 

- - 6 -1 
.6.rnl in the region of interest is on the order of 10 sec. for all 

ions studied. The uidth of the observed resonance signal, app:::-oximately 

equal to the largest value· of interest of .6. rna ,is no larger than 103 
n --1 

sec. Therefore it may be stated that L:J=£ .6. rn!!:_/.6. rnl <<1 and lvill be 

referred to as s. 

· It must also be mentioned that the resonance signal for a solution 

of interest is appreciably broader than ~he signal for pure 'rater. 
n 

Therefore 1/T = L:~ b 1/T .> l/T2 • 
a ..J. = _ a-J.-.1 2:. 

Equation (B- 3) may be simplified through an application of these 

irieCJ,uali ties. It '\-rill be shmm that for the solutions of interest 

• 
in this thesis that the term labeled (l) in the numerator of Eq. (B-3) 

oven-rhelms the other five. Since there are only five other te:cms, no 

matter hmT large n is, they also do not give an appreciabl~ cumulative 

effect . 

. '\. consequence of the fact that ternr (l) is the most important term 
n 

in the nwn;;rator of Eq. (B-3) is that G. ovenvhelms- L:-: b G • This means 
!:. ..J.=_ ~ 

that the observed signal arises almost entirely from the nuclei in en-

vironment !:.' broadened and shifted due to their having been in the other 

n-1 envirorunents. The signals arising from the nuclei in the other n-1 

envirorunents are obscured. 

Although term (1) is the dominant term under the condition employed 

in this research, it is not generally so. rrhe follmving trea troent Hill 

shovT that term ( 1) is the most important under th\c: conditions used here 

and 'dll also shmT the conditions necessary for the reversal of this 

inequality. 
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The r~t~q of each of the last five te~ns to term (1) is taken in 

ordert? shmv it to be of the order of q,.r, or s or less. Each ratio. 

is separated into a real and an imaginary component and both parts are 

shmm to be negligible. 

One further point m~st be considered. The ultimate result of this 
,•. 

derivation ·uill be·.the equation of the v component of G. Equation (B-3) 

for G can be put in the form: 

¥There R
1 

and r
1 

are the real and imaginary components· of the surn of 

terms· in brackets in Eq. (B-3). R2 and r 2 are the real and ,imaginary 

components of the denominator of.Eq. (B-3). The v component is 

As vTas stated above, it ¥Till be shoun that R
1 

is essentially the 

first term in the numerator of Eq. (B-3). Also r
1 

will be shovm to be 

much less than R
1

• Finally the resultant equation for v ¥Till shou that 1 2 

:is .always ·.:5 R2 . in the region of interest, so that term (1) is the 

only term of importance in the nurnerator ot Eq. (B~3). 

The follmving is the detailed consideration of terms. 

Term. 2 

Term 2 
Term 1 

n 
= L-: b .J.=_ 

{ 1 
1" • ( l/Tr_,. + 1/r. 

a,1 "-1 Ja 
- i ~ill.) } 

. l 
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In consideration of the real part, the sum given above is less 

than or equal to 

L:~ b { l 
~=- T . (ljT . + 1/T. ) 

aJ 2.J. Ja 

The imaginary part yields 

2 1/T. ) + 
. J~ 

} ~ q 

The maximum value of the fraction inside the summation occurs vThen 

Taj ~ml = Taj/ Tja· Therefore the preceding summation is less than or 

equal to 

-
Thus term (2) may be dropped in comparison to term (1). 

Ten11 3 

Tenn 3 
Term 1 

Rationalization of the denominator yields 
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To obtain the real component it may be seen that the preceding swn 

is less than or equal to 

1 
a n H 0 

1/ M~ ~-:-:::b{ 
( 1/ T2l + 1/r.ja + i~ ruj \ 

(ljr21 + _1/"ja) 2 J .J._ 't" 
ja 

The real component is 

j 
M(; a n 

1/t.C ~-
0 j=b 

The imag.inary component is obtained in the same rrianner as that for 

Term 2)rerm 1. 

The lloaginary component is 

T. ~(l)J 
Ja .J. 

The maximum value of the fraction inside the s}.Ulllllation occurs 

when 't". /:::, ru. = 1. 'llherefore the preceding summai:ion is less than or 
Ja l 

equal to 

a n j 
l)M- ~- M-j 2 = r/2 

0 .i.=Q. 0 

Term 3 may be dropped. 

Ter.m 4 

'.Perm 4 

Terrn 1 



Term 3 X Term 2 
'l'enn 1 Term 1 

Since Tenn 3/Term 1 and Term 2/Term 1 are much less than one, the 

product is also and Term 4 may be dropped. 

Terms 5 anci 6 

Terms 5 and 6 are considered together since they are very similar 

in form. Also Term 6 is negative and a treatment of the two termS to-

gether gives cancellation to produce a positive term. 

Term 5 + Term 6 
Term 1 

n 
= I.-: b .i!::_ 

This equation may be expanded and rearranged to yi~ld the follm·Ting 

equation. 

Term 5 + Term 6 
Term 1 1/r · 

ak 

+ ljr2£:- iL\illa ·{ ~4=1=~ 1/(Taj-rja J )J + 1/(-rak-rka K) 

- l/( 't"al-:: -rka K )} . 

. . 
The consideration of this equation is made easier through the elimi-

nation of the condition, j:J:k, 1·Thich is present in the sununations. This 

r~y be accomplished through the demonstration that the term 

is much less than one. The term is less than Term 3/Term 1 X Tenn 2/ 

Term 1 and is therefore negligible and will be dropped. The remaining 

terms yield 
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~ ~ [ l/T2l + 1/r:k ± i.6 ml J., 
1vC Jr..i c a c . X O'·o . 2 2 

( l/T
21 

+ l/r:
1 

) + .6 m
1 c ca c 

l/T2.J. (l/r21 + 1/r: ja) 
2 

(B-4) n 
+ .6 (J.). - i.6 m./-r:j 

[ l l 3 
J 1/T - iLID + ~-

' 
[(ljT2 . + 1/-r:. )

2 
2 J 

2a a j=b 't" +.6 (J.).J. aj l Ja 

We •-rish to sho1-1 that (Term 5 + Term 6 )/Term 1 is negligible under 

the conditions used in this thesis. In order to do this 1-re shall assume 

that it is of the order of unity or greater and then we shall shm-1 that 

this leads to an absurdity. 

If (~erm 5 +Term 6)/Tenn 1 is large, one or more of the signals 

arising from the n-1 minor environments is visible over the signal ari-
n 

sing from envirorunent ~ or ~l=E. G. > G • 
.J_- ~ 

It is of interest to see ju~t 

how this can arise from the · terms in Eq. (B-4). Therefore these terms 

must be identified. Consider the equation for G . a 

G = a 11 
A ..:.~-;- b 1/( -r: • -r: ;,,J) 

.J_=_ aJ _..e. 

a 
-iro1 M~ 

= ----------------------~--~--~--------------~------------11 2 
l/T2 ·- i.6m + L:-j-b l/T2 . (l/T2 . + 1/-r:.) +.6ro.- i.6ro./r. a a _-_ 1 .J. . Ja J J Ja 

Therefore the second term in brackets in Eq. (B-4) is for the con
a 

di tions of interest,- iro
1 
~/Ga. It uill be sho-vm that the real part of' 

a 
-1!.1) M"""'" is the half vlidth in radians per second of the v component of the 

1 0 

signal G at the frequency at 1-1hich the signal intensity is half its a . 

maximum value. The imaginary component v1ill be shmm to be the dis-
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placement in radians per second of the frequency from the resonance 

frequency 
1
of the observed signal. 

I 

(Tern'l 5 + Term 6)/Term 1 vThen the order of unity or greater is 
n 

essentially ~j=b Gj/Ga. Therefore for such a condition the term 
-- - .JJ 

n 
may be identified as -l/im1 ~~=b Gk. This equation may be rearranged 

to yield 

The half width at half height of the v compartment of each Gk which 

is appreciable Hi th respect to Ga is thus lfr2k + 1/rk.a and the displace

ment from the pure~ resonance is, of course, ~mk. 

Consider the first term of the real component of (Term· 5 t Term 6 )/ 

Term 1. 

n k a [ l/T2lc + l/rka . -] 

~=b MdM~ - - 2 2 
- - ( ljT2k + 1/ -rk ) + 6 m . a k 

ljT2 . (ljT2 . + 1/-r. ) 
.J .J Ja 

J
. 2 

-r (ljT2 . + 1/-r. ) + . l . Ja 

The second .term in brackets vTill be shown to be the half uidth of 

the v component of G . Experimentally this term is al-vmys less than 
a 

or approxim.o.tely equal to 103 radians per second. In these experiments 

the frequency uas al1-rays near that of the pure ~ resonance and all the 

. 6 
~ ~.~s in this frequency region are on the order of 10 radians per second. 
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Since ( ljr2k + 1/rka )1 ijr21..S + 1/rka )
2 

+ b. m~is less than or equal 

to 1/~mk, the sum given above is much less than one. 

For the same reasons given above each of the .other terms in the real 

and imaginary components of (Term 5 + Term 6)/Term 1 are negligible under 

the conditions empldyed in this thesis. Terms 5 and 6 may then be dropped. 

Equation (B~4) reduces to 

G = G = a 
n 

l/T2a - i~ ma + l:l=E. 

This equation is easily converted to the form, u + iv, yielding 

the follovling solution for v. 

v = 

a 
-im :t-C 1 0 

2 

As -vras stated in Part I, Eq. (B-5) is merely Eq. (6) with the swnrr..a-

tion extended over all the minor components present. 

It remains to be shown that the first term in brackets in the de-

nominator of Eq. (B-5) may be identified to a good approximation as the 

half width at half height. Also it must be shovrn that the n species 

extensio~ of Eq. ( 8) yields the chemical shift. 

As 'lS.S stated previously, from the experimental data it is knoun 

6 that the 6~'s are on the order of 10 radians per second. The ob-

se~~ved line widths vere on the order of 103 radians per second. On a 

(B-5) 
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percentage basis the Amk's are virtually constant over the frequency 

range of interest! The first term in brackets.in the denominator of 

Eq. (B-5) may then be considered to be frequency independent. The 

nmximum value of v occurs when the second term in brackets is equal to 

zero, so that the chemical shift relative to ·the maximum of the a 

resonance line is 

!:J.m 
a 

n 
= - l:. "\..... 

;)_=~ 

The numerator is virtually frequency independent for the same reason 

given above. Therefore the signal reache& half of its maximum value when 

the second terrn in brackets in the denominator equals the first tenn. 1be 

first te::rn in brackets is then a ve;r:y good approximation to the di:.>lJlac<c:-

nent from resonance in radians per second v.rhe:n the resonance s:Lgno.::. bas 

rco.chcd half its maximwu value. 

One further consideration must be mnde in the application of th•:: 

results of this derivation to the remarks on the simplification of' Eq. 

(B-3). It \vas stated that I 2 is aluays_ less. than or approximately equal 

to R2 . I
2 

has been identified as the displacemen~ in radians per second . 

from the resonance frequency of the observed signal. R2 is this dis

placement in radians per se'cond VThen the signal has reached half 1 ts 

maximum value. r
2 

is therefore of no interest past 2 or 3 R2 and so is 

always less than or approximately equal to R2 . 

It is of interest to investigate Eq. (B-4) under conditions differ-

ing from those employed here, i.e., under those conditions Hhich cause 

it to be large. 

'l1he concentration conditions will be the ·same as previously dis-

cussed. The restrictions placed on the 6. m' s vTill be removed hoHevcr. 
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For purposes ·of simplification the sum over ~ will be limited to one 

particular !!: 1-rhich must possess a Gk which is iinpor,tant relat;tve to Ga 

Hhat is derived· for this !!: would apply cqual).y as l.rell to any other ~ 

which contributes appreciably to the total signal. 

The identification of the restricted first term in brackets in 
k 

Eq. (B-4) as :-1/(i ill~~ [GkjM~J and the second term in b1·ackets as 
a -

- i oo1 M;/Ga remains the same. The half 1-ridth at half height of the v 

component o.f Gk is (l/T2k + 1/rka) and the displacement from the k · · 

resonance is /::::,. _(l)k· 

Ce.nsider the revised first term of the real component of (Term 5 

+ Term 6 )jr.rerm 1. 

X 

For large _values of 1:::. oo. it lvas shm-in previous·ly that', the second 
.J. 

terlll in bracltets is virtually frequency independent.-" 
' 

We YTish to nm.r extend that to all values of 1:::. oo.J.. 

ing fraction for one value of .J. .. 

l/T2_
2
j + l/(T2 .1. ) + t::.oo~ 

.J. J8. .J. 

'rhen consider the possible limiting cases. 

Consider the follow"'· 

(1) 1:::. oo~ >>:1/-r~a' 1jr2~. The fraction reduces to 1/~j and 

there is no frequency dependence. 
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(2) The fraction becomes 1/~aj 

and is again frequency independent. 

() /
2 ·;( . ) 2 3 1 -r. >> 1 ·T2 j-r. J L. cu. The fraction reduces to ( -r ~r:j 
Ja · Ja J ~ 

-raj) l)r2.J + ( 'r ja/-raj )L. :~--:;ja' The contribution of the frequency 

dependent tern1 to the line width equals (1' ja/-raj )(L. wit ja )6 w.J. There·

fore 6w. is given by the following equation . 
.J 

contribution to the line 1vidth from j 

(1'. /-r . ) 6 (l)j· 'rj . 
Ja aJ . - ~ 

>> contribution to the line 1vidth from .J 

Therefore 6 w.J must be essentially constant if it is to be of any 

Dnportance in the relaxation. 

The half vridth at half height of the v component of the G signal 
a 

is given by the second term in bracl~ets in the first term of the real 

component of (Term 5 +Term 6)/ Tena 1. 

The frequency condi-~.:ion for which the first term in brackets 

reaches its maximum value is 6wk == 0. For this condition the ratio 

n 
1)r + z-

2a . b _J=_ 

ljT2.J ( lj'l'2.J 
I' 

. \j l (l/T2.J. 

-1 
must be greater than or equal to r . if Gk is to be visible above Ga. 

The ratio given above is the ratio of the half Hidth at half height 

of the v component of Ga to the corresponding value for Gk. Therefore 

if 6,Cl)c. and 6 wa are both small Gk is much more narrow than Ga and 

appears as a narro1-1 spike in Ga. If k is such that 6 wk • reaches zero 
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at a frequency far removed from the region of the G resonance, no 
a 

restriction is necessary on the line width of Gk; hmvever, .such a case 

is of no interest here since it causes no interference with G . 
D. 

The possibility of the spike is inherent in eu,ch of the othe1· tenns 

in the real and imaginary components. of (Term 5 +Term 6)jrerm 1 and it 

is the only case present'which can cause interference with G • a 

•. 
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FIGURES 

l. Cross section of the all-glass sample holder employed in. the tempera-

2. 

3. 

4. 

ture studies, shmm bolted into the Jlll:iffi probe. Lettered parts are 

as follm.rs: 

(A) Brass block. (E) Nonsilvered Devrar. 

(B) Brass bolt, welded (F) Receiver coil. 

to probe. (G) Thermocouple Hell. 

(c) Rubber gasket. (H) Solution surface. 

(D) Glass coil, 2 ram o.d. (I) ·orifice for i'illins and 

evacuating. 

-Lf 
Dependr:mce on reciprocal: of temperature of log T

2 
for a 1.82 x 10 J'.1 

I 

solution of Mnso4• Also shmm are the temperature dept;;!ndences of log 

8 -~ Temperature dependence of log T2E for a l. 2 x lU H HnS01~ solution 

vlith the lines .resulting from the curve-fitting. 

Temperature dependence of log T for a 1.00 x 10-3 J'.1 Cu(No3 )~) oolu-
2;2 ~ 

tion vrith the lines resultins from the curve-fitting. 

5. Temperature dependence of log T2J2. for a. 0;100 M solution of Ni(N03)2 

at 5.43 Me.. The lines resulting from the curve-fitting process o.re 

also shoun. Data from 3.39 x 10-2 and 6.12 x 10-3 M solutions Here 

corrected to 0.100 M. 

6. Temperature dependence of log T · of a 0.100 111 Ni(tro
3 

)
2 

·solution. 
2J2. 

The concentration actually used \·laS 0.200 M but the values uen~ 

referred to the corresponding value for the :more dilute solution 

for purposes of comparison vrith Fig. 5. The frequency HaG 2.00 Nc. 
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7. Temperature dependence of T2E. of Coso4 and Co(Cl01~) 2 solutions at 

5.1J·3 me. and 2.00 me. The lines resulting from the curve-fitting . 

are· also sho1m. 
. -2 +2 

All data are corrected to 1.00 x 10 H Co .. 

8. Visible spectrum of a 0.600 M Coso4 solution at 27°C and 94.5°C. Also 

shown is the curve representing the difference bet1·reen the tvro spec-

tra with the density correction ,from thermal expansion included. 

9. Temperature dependence of log T2£ of a 1.44 x 10-
2 

H Fe(.mr1~) 2(so1~) 2 
solution at 5.43 me. 

10. Comparison of the rates of water exchange with the rate of replace-

ment of '..rater molecules by sulfate ions in aqueous solutions. 

11. · Plot of the log. of the. vTater exchange rates of the ions studied versus 

the ionizat.ion potential for c.. d electron in the singly ionized 

gaseous ion. 

12. Plots of the free energyand enthalpy of activation for the exchange 

of wat.er molecules and the theoretical enthalpies of activation 

arising from crystal field effects for two possible activated com-

plexes. 

13. Logarith;:nic plot of the water exchange rates versus the first forma.-

tion constants for the paramagnetic ion-ethylene-diamine system. 

14. Logarithmic plot of the vlater exchange rates versus the third forma-

15. 

tion constant for the paramagnetic ion-ethylene:-diamine system. 

The Cu++ point is only an upper limit. 

+2 . . 17 
A plot of P~mT2p for Mn solutions from the present 0 m~ and 

. . . 4 12 
from the pro·ton NMR data. ' Also· shown are the experimental IJ]_' s 

obtained in the proton studies. The lines uhich resulted from the 

curve - fitting of the o17 data are shmm, along Hith the correspond-

ing lines calculated. for protons. 
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+2 17 4 32 16 ... A plot ·6t P Cu, T2p for Cu solutions, shm1ing 0 and proton ' 

17. 

18. 

NJ.m··results. 

. . . +2 17 . . 
A plot of'PNi T2p for Ni solutions from the 0 data and from 

proton :NMR data. 32 

. +2 
A plot of PCo T2p for Co ·solutions 

. - . 4 32 
results of proton NMR. ' 

17 calculated from 0 data and 

19. A plot of PFe T2p for Fe+2 solutions using o17 and proton32 data. 

·-
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